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Adventures of Two Captains
Volume 2

PREFACE
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
We, the authors, Paul Amrod and Ellias Aghili have decided
to continue our legacy in poetry. This legacy is reflected in this
poem we have created hoping for a golden age of pluralism.
With the synergy of Orion and his Protégé Captain A with the
sage of Ysa Land Yimina will now bring them to a summit on
Earth. The usage of radio telescopic communication becomes
essential for the transmission of their philosophy which makes
the Dorsay, the evil tribe of extraterrestrials nervous because
it logically presents the great possibility of peace and the end
of darkness in the hands of diabolical forces. Eventually they
arrive through a return voyage into the Solar System to save
Earth from its possible demise. Greed, permanent war and the
defilement of the wonders of Earth itself will be annihilated.
Yimina through the help of benevolent Earthlings will be
presented on You Tube and this begins the dismantling of the
ancient power structures which are so injurious to the human
race.
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ADVENTURES OF TWO CAPTAINS A MODERN EPIC POEM
The Second Sequel- Return from Ysa Land to the Solar System.

The continuation of this poem begins with their adventures in
the Paradise of Ysa Land.
Ellias begins once again
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I.
Ysá land is abounded with lights
from a thousand brilliant stars.
Lanterns of the dreadful nights
are dancing in leviathan quasars.
The poem is again a bastion of imagery and philosophy
initiating a constant movement of images and actions. The
style both poets blend in a way that creates a nice variable
style. Paul wrote the even-numbered verses and Ellias the oddnumbered verses. Paul’s fourth verse starts as such
Then miraculously appeared the sage Yimina
who blessed all for their lust for adventure?
He spoke gently cantos to express and capture
the attention of every single being and Amina.
Plans were being discussed about further travel
Notwithstanding the fervor of Black Star’s arrival
The insatiable desire of Orion was to unravel
the mystery of enduring universal survival.
A wonderful descriptive text depicts the paradisal land of Ysa.
For the keepers of Ysá Land hold the essence of life.
They are the Fathers of the Higgs Boson, ancestors
of a chained creation that is omnipresent and rife
apparent since mankind became rampant and murderously
killed and fired missiles and drones from their command
centers.
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Ysa Land is However, isolated because of its distance situated
two parallel universes further away than the Milky Way.
Therefore, King Burnett of Ysa Land and Captain A conjure a
theory of bettering the radio telescopes with special minerals
to stretch through parallel universes.
A stanza of Paul’s then says in the 8th Verse
All of sudden he deemed this to be simply corrected
by strengthening the baud of the original transmission.
Solving this problem would define the mobility of the Yesians
in that they could express their theories and describe their
mission.
As well in the 10th verse
Captain A experienced the generousity of each habitat
The ancient problem of being enclosed was to disappear.
The competence of their communitive powers as diplomats
would flourish bringing their philosophy to every ear.
The establishment of a field of radio telescopes
dispatching their direct intuitive messages
would be able to reach Semjase with the hope
of collaboration and a synergetic atmosphere.
The healing waves of a sympathetic scope
would enhance the comprehension of sages
who further the philosophy which adheres?
the tribes of Ysá Land through the rock of ages.
A beautiful picture of Ysa Land is painted by Ellias as they
begin to fly to assemble rare mineral to strengthen the
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telescopes.
The vast evergreen farms in this paradise breathe
and dance while an inter-solar wind gently kisses them.
From the great Black Star, we witness deeply beneath
the scenery, where there is imagery, a stage of slumber called
rem!
Later on, Captain Orion and James then spoke
with Captain A regarding the answers from Burnett he
received.
He conferred explaining the parameters of the whereabouts
and uncloaked
the positions where the cherished minerals were to be
retrieved.
Beneath them they then viewed larger farms of ancient oak
embedded in very dense woodlands forming a gigantic knot.
Then Paul ends the first chapter with this stanza
The precious stones were all gathered and ready for loading
Very sturdy sacks were brought along for the proper hauling.
James returned firstly to Black Star to record the coding
of each unearthed treasure discovered for immediate recalling.
Now the communication was sent out and received by the
Pleiadians and as well the Dorsay was outraged at the potential
of Yimina and Orion’s mastery of the Word.
This event was the preparation for an English translation to be
sent
through the powerful radio waves past black holes to cluster
Pleiades.
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There Semjase would graciously welcome them as the first
recipient
of the new philosophical phrases which would exciting forge
pathways
of compassion, solitude, and empathy encircling all with a
heartfelt testament
Please unite and persevere the angelic purpose of our
existence.
Holding the hands of the fearful as they crave to nurture
the slaves of the elite who dominate our quintessence.
The rebirth of our culture is at hand as we praise our Nature
which holds us in balance perceiving our presence.”
Chapter Two depicts a wonder star of youth which gives the
immortality that Yimina possesses.
Then they successfully reach their friends they met on their
journey to Ysa Land Queen Dalina, Princess Anne and the
others.
With expedience the entourage with Queen Dalina was
emblematic
of the credence and trust Orion received depicting the
solidarity
necessary for the omission of zealousness with an absence of
frenetic
behavior exchanging constructive concepts omitting the
chaotic.
Orion wished to win the earnestness of Derlon for clarity.
Also, in Chapter Three we confront a tragedy of Hector in
Xavica with Princess Anne.
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Therefore, James aware of their tendencies wished to mount
an intelligent defense
with a three hundred and sixty grade circumference putting
into place
a warning system which would be detecting every movement
of obvious aggression.
James and the Captains have had the tradition and experience
to erase
the dangers of unexpected calls of battle in gradual steps of
succession.
However, Yimina rematerializes Hector on Ysa Land where
he assists the glorious journey with King Burnett. Chapter
Four is the culmination of the great assemblage of all benign
extraterrestrials in the asteroid belt.
The arrival in the Solar System.
With the help of hidden radio telescopes in the land of Ardean
they successfully, although being confronted from evil forces,
reach the asteroid belt and they communicate directly with
Earth. The compatriot was Daniel a worker at Owen Valley’s
telescope park who worked with James Turell the light
magician to confront the authorities secretly on Earth.
The first message was sent to Daniel Smith who from Owen
Valley relayed the essence
to Houston notifying NASA. This breaking news was
suddenly confirmed and the stage
was set for the raising of the white flag. The result was
alarmingly effective and immediately
the other space authorities of Russia, China and England then
rashly and obediently
followed suit being caught with little knowledge of this
incredible development.
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This sequel is so exciting that I wish not to reveal more about
this epic poem. We wish you all much pleasure with each
passing stanza.
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Chapter One
Tutto l'amore e la pace
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I.
Ysá land is abounded with lights
from a thousand brilliant stars.
Lanterns of the dreadful nights
are dancing in leviathan quasars.
No signs of caustic remarks
of the mundane way of life.
Instead there's Glasir’s sparks
and the shepherds’ sound of the fife.
In center stand the Ysá's halls
fulgent and great.
Its bulwarks taller than the Vallhall's walls
Tranquility their nature does create.
Smaller halls with trees are filled
like a choir singing the song of peace.
Mystic birds fly over the field
A worldly niceness they do release.
Antheia shines with glory
Giving life to its evergreen home
Complaining about the life so gory
when our spirits are sadly alone.
Replete with an elixir of joy
as the green bushes sang
No signs of felons, the victims decoy
the serpents and their fang.
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II.
"All love and peace"
whispered Captain Orion calmly
Not a single sign of earthly caprice
while all stood jovially and jolly.
Who would the constable meet?
in this land of wonders?
Maybe a group of wizardry elite,
the owners of the raining thunders.
Maybe the harbingers of a galaxy
or some ancient clan
could correct the world's fallacy
and save lives with a cosmic plan.
A rich laconic speech
was given by our sage.
Being grateful for he did reach
Ysá, there all pains he would assuage.
Now are gathered all the clans
All the friends of light
Emerther and Egarot with their wands of pecans
As well the council of five chanted in delight
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III.
The chorus song echoed all over the place
Still singing some unknown verse,
Signs of wonder on Captain A's face
as in this ballade he did immerse.
Captain Orion bristled with joy
as he received a message from Semjase.
Thanking the skippers for they were not coy
and mentioned that helping us she does enjoy.
A message from Johannes was sent
Delivered via the spirit of the night
Orion opened to read the content
with eyes all glowing with light.
Lord of Nurembia congratulated
the captains for reaching their goal.
By his kindness the crew was saturated
truly the Nurembic couple was given a noble soul.
All of a sudden, the song's tone changed
and a cool breeze from the main hall blew!
Everything was well arranged
Who would come out of the chamber? No clue!
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IV.
Then miraculously appeared the sage Yimina
who blessed all for their lust for adventure?
He spoke gently cantos to express and capture
the attention of every single being and Amina.
Plans were being discussed about further travel
Notwithstanding the fervor of Black Star’s arrival
The insatiable desire of Orion was to unravel
the mystery of enduring universal survival.
Avoiding the transient passing to a quasar
he conceived a theory of the youth of stars.
Always concentrating on an inborn intensity
reflecting the concept of an inert revival.
Hence, he analyzed the movement of drifting colors,
whether blue or red, focusing on density.
Captain A was also fascinated at the diverse
possibilities to meet various engaging avatars.
These spirits could view through Brahma years
to detect the age of any particular universe.
All galaxies were expanding or contracting
nearing the necessity of rebirth enacting.
These principles seem to always adhere
while Ysá land seemed to resonate permanence
causing the usual circumstance to disappear
reflecting its incredible balance and Godly providence.
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Perhaps a microcosm of an ethereal substance
can truly bind its matter to be acting
in a constant manner of rejuvenation in spheres
of the inexplicable with peace transacting.
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